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The award-winning dev partner to over 100 agencies, startups & SMEs
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Our Customers

the wonderful
companies


people

we work with


the wonderful companies people we work with


[image: Porshe]
[image: Porshe]German automobile manufacturer specializing in high-performance sports cars


[image: Hopin]
[image: Hopin]Unicorn tech startup, a platform for virtual, hybrid, and in-person events


[image: Nettavisen]
[image: Nettavisen]Leading online newspaper in Norway, launched in 1996 as the first local internet media


[image: Schulthness]
[image: Schulthness]Pioneer of washing machine manufacturing in Switzerland, established in 1845


[image: Angelist]
[image: Angelist]Global #1 hub for startup fundraising, job hunting, discovery and networking















Services

80+ team members, 
3 divisions, 
tailored digital services



Web development

WordPress, Webflow, Shopify, Laravel, Vue.js, React





Staff augmentation

Dedicated contractors integrated into your team





Affiliate marketing

Leadgen, SEO, PPC, media buying





Growth

Strategy & Digital Marketing






Portfolio



	

from designs to
pixel perfect web




[image: Award-winning website for Brother Film (UK)]
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Award-winning website for Brother Film (UK)

This stylish animated website won the Site Of The Day on Awwwards





[image: Jobs marketplace for Rocken (Switzerland)]
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Jobs marketplace for Rocken (Switzerland)

Built for the leading recruitment agency it now boasts 130k users/mo





[image: Discount coupon platform for Nettavisen (Norway)]
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Discount coupon platform for Nettavisen (Norway)

The largest Norwegian newspaper now reaches 2M online users/mo





[image: Luxury goods marketplace for Saclàb (Germany)]
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Luxury goods marketplace for Saclàb (Germany)

Today this marketplace operates in over 20 countries














TESTIMONIALS

what our customers are saying... for real


[image: Stian Skjelbred][image: Stian Skjelbred]Stian Skjelbred
internet entrepreneur

OMFG
4:54 PM


Holy crap
4:54 PM


This is amazing
4:54 PM


WTF!! SO NICE❤️
4:54 PM


Exactly what we wanted
4:54 PM











[image: Oliver Stueck][image: Oliver Stueck]Oliver Stueck
Founder of Saclab

Have You sent me invoice?
4:54 PM


And once again
4:54 PM


What a great week 
4:56 PM


with your fellas
4:56 PM


Great guys, perfect pro!
4:57 PM











[image: Sami Gashi][image: Sami Gashi]Sami Gashi
Managing partner at One-line

impressive
10:10


fast and precise delivery
10:10


thanks!
10:11


you're MACHINES!
10:11


































Our Team





meet the CHE mates
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“We enjoy working and hanging out together because our shared values center around communication, responsibility, and sharing cameos of our pets on telegram chat”
– Alex, Co-founder and CEO of CHE IT Group




CONTACT US

let’s make the web talk about your project 


representative offices

	[image: ]SWITZERLAND, Zürich, 8004
Stauffacherstrasse 45

	[image: ]estonia, tallinn, 11317
Kajaka 8, office 26

	[image: ]NORWAY, oslo, 0173
Fougstads gate 2



development offices

	[image: ]ukraine, chernihiv, 14000
Shevchenko str, 9, office 155

	[image: ]ukraine, kyiv, 04071
nyzhniy val str, 15, office 131

	[image: ]ukraine, lviv, 79039
shevchenko str, 120, office 17




hello@cheitgroup.com


CONTACT US


let’s take your projects on a next level

Get in touch
OUR TEAM WILL RESPOND TO YOU WITHIN 1 BUSINESS DAY





Thanks for request!
Our team will answer you as soon as possible!

Send another request


Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.


development offices

	[image: ]SWITZERLAND, Zürich, 8004
Stauffacherstrasse 45
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Representative offices

	[image: ]ukraine, chernihiv, 04071
nyzhniy val str, 15, office 131
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hello@cheitgroup.com



Global innovations, Ukrainian reliability
Global innovations, Ukrainian reliability
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